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Creative 
Industries:
Design, Fashion. 
Film/TV, Computer 
games, Music, 
Architecture, 
Advertising, 
Publishing

Artificial 
Intelligence (AI): 
Aim of building 
machines with 
human-like 
capabilities. Involves 
techniques like 
Machine learning, 
Deep learning & Data 
science 2



Creative 
Industries & AI
Two related UK 
strengths

• UK has sector deals for AI 
and Creative Industries

• Creative Industries have 
been one of the fastest 
growing sectors of the UK

• UK has one of the largest 
shares of employment in 
the creative industries in 
Europe
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Why AI is 
important for 
Creative
Industries

1. AI techniques routinely influence music, 
text and film we consume YouTube, 
Spotify, Amazon & more use machine 
learning to recommend creative content 

2. AI can be applied across creative 
industries Digitalisation means pictures, 
sound and text can all become data and be 
analysed using machine learning. 

3. New creative applications of AI Recent AI 
breakthroughs: Generative Adversarial 
Networks (GANs) and Style Transfer already 
being used creatively.

4. Scope for AI to spread across creative 
domains from digital convergence Use of 
common digital tools, in particular from 
games, bringing creative sectors closer 
together 4



AI applications in creative industries are already happening
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1. Issue: UK has 2 sector deals 
Creative industries and AI, but no 
connection between them, 
despite creative industries being 
highly digitised

2. Question: What is the UK activity 
in AI relevant for creative 
industries? 

3. Method: Machine learning on 
text from scientific paper 
abstracts and company data

Question very hard/impossible to 
answer from official statistics
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UK a leader in research on AI such as GANs and Style Transfer that are being used creatively

GAN generated celebrities. Image 
taken from Karras, T., Alia, T., Laine, 
S. and Lehtinen, J. (2018)
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UK may be a leading AI research centre, but other countries catching up rapidly
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Limited UK funded research involving both AI and Creative industries 
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AI and Creative startups moving away from advertising, into other creative domains
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Evidence UK relatively advanced in startup activity involving AI & Creative Industries, but still small scale
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Findings

• UK has world leading creative industries
• UK a major global research centre in AI, and for AI 

research relevant for creative industries
• Several reasons AI likely to impact the sector
• Applications combining AI and creative industries 

limited in UK, but high relative to rest of world
• Rapid growth in AI globally means UK’s position 

cannot be taken for granted
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An Opportunity, a Threat, a Policy implication and Practical actions

Opportunity: UK can combine its complementary 
strengths of AI & Creative Industries
Threat: AI disrupts Creative Industries, UK does nothing 
and gets left behind
Policy implication: UK should bridge the gap between 
academic research in AI and creative practitioners. 
Practical actions: More funded University sector 
collaborations, centre on AI & Creative Industries to 
unite work in this area
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